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The 2006-2010 
Roadmap 

•  Develop a society based upon knowledge, 
promote innovation & diversity! �

•  Barcelona objectives (2000): �
   "- 3% GDP to be invested in research by 2010�
    - need for 700,000 more researchers. Where? �
""�
"Women will make the pool in 2010: 80.7% 
(vs 74.8%) reached upper secondary 
school, 59% of total graduate students! �

•  Promote scientific research and gender-
balanced participation for scientists, 
engineers, technicians�

•  Work towards gender parity and equity 
at all levels, up to decision-making level�

Europe in the XXI century 



Latest stats�
from �

Report on Equality between Women and Men 2008/2010 
Not too bad …  
•  Female employment: main factor in recent steady growth of employment in the EU (but 
now hit by economic crisis �

•  2000-2006: employment in EU-27 grew by ~12million (7.5 million of which are women)�

•  The female employment rate has reached 59.1% in 2008 (from 57.6% in 2006, 56.3% in 
2003, and 53.9% in 2000). Male employment rate during same period rose by half.�

But … mind the gaps! �
•  Pay: 17.6% in 2007 �

•  Female managers: constant at 20-30% (1 out of 4 in the EU)�

•  Employment rate with dependent children: 62.4% (w)  vs  91.4% (m)�

•  Women with children work less (-11.4%) than women wo. children, men just the opposite�

•  Part-time workers: 1/3 (w)  vs  <1/10 (m) 



•  The horizontal bias (filtering among research fields): �

"women make up more than 50% of all Europeans with an University degree, �
"but only 25% with an engineering diploma �

"Actions: dedicated campaigns to attract young female students throughout Europe, 
leaflets, conferences, role models of prominent women in research�

 " UNBIASED EDUCATION FROM CHILDHOOD ONWARDS! �
"" "India - 1654 children asked to draw a scientist: �
"" "820 girls + 699 boys picture a male, 129 girls + 6 boys picture a female�

•  The vertical bias (power filtering / glass ceiling): �

"percentage of women in research decreases in top positions, �
"bringing to a loss in diversity & creative complementarity�

"Actions: guidelines and instructions to build up parity and equity 

Possible reasons: gender stereotypes (men exclusivity fields), lack of flexibility, �
fear for job quitting due to family reasons, pillars of peer-review procedures, …          

Two major biases 



Women constitute now at least half of the undergraduate population in many European 
countries but from the point of graduation the evidence shows that disadvantage is 
accumulated at every stage of progression, from the decision to undertake a PhD through 
different levels of lectureships or take up senior management positions  

the path from a bachelor's degree in science to a faculty position notoriously loses women 
every step of the way 

The Leaky pipeline 



"" "" "FR "IT "UK "DE�

Total "" ""35% "33% "42% "33%�
Grade A" "19% "19% "17% "12% �
"" "" "12.3% "17.8% "10.1% "7.8% "Natural Sciences�

Grade B" ""39% "34% "37% "18%�
Grade C" ""34% "45% "47% "33%�

Lab heads ""??? "20% "??? "8.2% �
Committees "27% "28% "25% "20%�

EU analysis: She Figures (2007) 

29% of scientists/engineers are women �



Among the countries with large numbers of IAU members (as of 2001): �

France "" "640 ""26%�
Italy "" "437 ""20%�
UK"" "" "561 ""10%�
Germany       "455 ""5.7% �
Russia "" "349 ""18%�
Spain "" "218 ""17%�
Netherlands "172 ""10%�
USA            "2300 ""9.7%�

But female IAU astronomers were only 13.6% in 2009 (+0.7% increase / 3yrs)! �

And let’s not forget about: �
•  Invited Speakers in Symposia and International Conferences�
•  Invited Speakers in Colloquia Series  �
•  Symposia in honor of female astronomers  

What about the IAU? 

Divisions & Commissions (as of 2010): �
35% Presidents�
29% Vice-presidents 



IAU Working Group Women in Astronomy�

Mandate: �

to collect information, propose measures, and initiate actions in support of, or to advance 
equality of opportunity for achievement between women and men in astronomy, in the IAU 
and in the world at large. The WG was established by the IAU Executive Committee and 
reports directly through the IAU General Secretary.�

Role/Tasks:  

•  monitoring the status of women in astronomy and recommending future actions; �
•  liaising with committees and WGs on women in astronomy that are part of various    
national societies; �
•  be responsible for organising formal WG sessions at IAU General Assemblies; �
•  plan outreach events at IAU Symposia and Colloquia, ensuring a high profile of women 
astronomers at local events; �
•  provide a voice for women in all countries to ensure they are well represented in the 
international community; �
•  maintain a list of international women who are willing to be on SOCs, serve on peer 
review panels, and such, as well as provide lists of potential colloquium/conference 
speakers.�



IAU 2009 Resolution B4 �
           Helen Walker: �
GA: 31.6% female participants …�
Did you find the same proportion in �
the symposia you have attended ? �
Among the review/invited/contributed�
speakers ? �

We need more astronomers, �
we need good astronomers! �
…�
The problem is that we are currently�
fishing in a too small pool … �



How can individual members 
support female astronomers?�

-Be aware of attitudes, be 
actively inclusive and challenge 
inappropriate comment or 
behaviour�

-Encourage ‘good practice’�

-Nominate them for awards, 
committees, promotions�

-Mentoring, advice�

-Invite women speakers�

How can national organisations 
support women astronomers?�

-Appropriate action (Baltimore 
charter, quotas, affirmative 
action, equal opportunities, 
flexible working, university 
places) �

-Funding support (two-body 
problem, returners, childcare)�

-Gather statistics �

-Ensure committees have more 
than one female member�

-Nominate them for awards �

-Enforce ‘good practice’�



Pasadena Recommendations 



•  Disaggregated Statistics: a nightmare! �

•  Collect statistics from national representatives�

•  Corrective action + Increase sensitivity to gender issues: �
       LoI, Proposal, Post-Meeting report �

•  Past IAU meetings: SOC, LOC, Participants, RT/IT/CT/P�

•  Child-care ? �

•  Pool of female astronomers recommended to IAU Special Nominating �
  Committee�

•  Next Women Lunch will be in Beijing in Aug 2012 �

"   "… and all these on a volunteer basis … 

On-going efforts (IAU WG WiA)�



She is an Astronomer"
She is an Astronomer�
""— Breaking down misconceptions 

Promoting gender quality and empowering 
women is one of the United Nations 
Millennium Development Goals. The IYA2009 
Cornerstone project, She is an Astronomer, 
will promote gender equality in astronomy 
(and in science in general) and tackle gender 
bias issues by providing a web platform where 
neutral information and links about gender 
balance and other related useful resources 
are collected.�

WG: "Francesca Primas & Enikö Patkos (ESO, Chairs)�
" "Maria Lugaro (Utrecht, NL)�
" "Danielle Alloin (France)�
" "Helen Hunt (UK, Chair)�
" "Sarah Maddison (Swinburne, Australia)�
" "Yiping Wang (China)�
" "Gloria Dubner (Argentina)�
" "Doug Duncan, Pat Knezek, Chris De Pree (USA)�
" "Mary Beth Laychack (Canada)�
" "Lebohang W. Kompi (Lesotho) �

" "www.sheisanastronomer.org �

History �

Support Information �

Portrait Diary�

Ambassador Programme�

International Conference 



How ?�
•  1999-2006 �
•  different categories/groups: �

•  ISM+PA �
•  Faculty, Fellows, Students�
•  ESO Governing bodies and Committees�
•  ESO Visitors and Invited Speakers�

Why ?  �
•  Gender equality and dual careers: target of several investigations�
•  Working groups established (IAU, AAS, AIP, IUPAP, EC, …)�
•  Similar studies in different disciplines (e.g. STScI, MIT)�
•  Recommendations, Guidelines, Special Programmes  (already existing)�

ESO Staff gender distribution: a pilot study�



ISM + PA 

Grades 5-7 � Grades 8-11 �

2006 

ESO �
Faculty 



ESO Fellows and Students 
Fraction of female  

Fellows�

Students 



-  Attract young women scientists�
-  more role models: better recognition of women scientists�
-  recognize differences: in behavior, in advertizing one’s work, in ethics…�
-  understand the need for and give credit to diversity�

-  Retain women in science, by implementing equity in work recognition and 
career progression �
-  develop mentorship towards young women scientists�
-  provide more flexibility in mother- & father-leaves�
-  increase the offer for child care centers, beneficial to both genders�
-  trigger evolution in work climates�

-  Maintain awareness �
-  use indicators, rather than impressions or feelings�
-  monitor the indicators evolution �
-  make public the output of the monitoring �

-  Require that all top-positions be advertized widely & openly and encourage 
women applications to top positions 
-  use transparent criteria�
-  ensure that qualified women are included in the shortlist �
-  equal value is placed on teaching, research, and leadership…�

The Way Forward: Remember the IAU resolutions! 

Work-life balance is 
not primarily a 
“women’s issue”�



The problem for all of us, men and women, is not to learn, but to unlearn 
          The Pasadena Recommendations 



Am I too provocative ? 

      CHRISTIANE NÜSSLEIN-VOLHARD-FOUNDATION: 
supports talented young women with children and aims to enable them to create the freedom and 
mobility required to further their scientific careers. A monthly financial grant to pay for assistance�
in household chores and for additional childcare is aimed to relieve these female scientists from 
household tasks. �


